Invitation to the work conference
from ,Welcome2stay’
on January 14th, 2017,
12:00 - 5:00 pm at the MUSA;
Hagenweg 2a Göttingen
For equal social rights for all
and the right to come, to
go and to stay
We would like to invite you, your groups, initiatives or organizations to the next work
conference of welcome2stay on the 14th of January, 2017 in Göttingen. The focus of
the conference will be the preparation for the upcoming campaign days, for which
welcome2stay calls up, between the 18th - 23d of march. At the same time the
conference should also be a place to further connect and network.
With the campaign days we want to articulate our core demands, the right to come,
to go and to stay and social rights for all.
This shall show at how many places people are already living a solidary counterdraft
compared to the prevalent policy of separation and regulated migration based on
economic standards.
The main focus of the campaign days is on the right to stay in every aspect, as well
as the fight against deportations. Deportations belong to the most
radical and most violent violations of equal social rights and the right of freedom of
movement. However, for the government it is a proven method of their exacerbated
asylum policy and the integration of the marginal right wing. Against this we want
and we must get loud! You can find the call of action here:
www.welcome2stay.org
The working conference in January will be for one a place for a creative search for
ideas: what forms of actions are possible? With what did we have good
experiences? What could be novel approaches?
For another, concrete steps must be taken: in order to become a whole from various
nationwide campaigns, we need bundling procedures, such as regional coordination
teams and nationwide highlights.
Below you can find a suggestion for an agenda.
The conference takes place from 12 - 17 pm in the MUSA at Hagenweg 2a,
Göttingen.
To participate, we kindly ask you to register under: goettingen@welcome2stay.org
Best regards,
your welcome2stay coordination team

How to get there:
The Musa is located a 20 minutes walk from the main station down the river Line or
you can take the Bus Nr. 11, 12, 73 to Pfalz-Groner-Breite.
A request:
Since we need to pay the rooms and interpreters for this working conference, we
kindly ask for a donation.

Proposal for an agenda:
12:00 - 12:30 Welcome & Introduction
• What persons / groups with what expectations?
What is the goal of the conference
Presentation and decision of the agenda
12:30 - 2:00 PM AG Phase
Development of action forms for the campaign days in regional AGs
Afghanistan AG (IL HH & Hazara Association)
14:00 - 15:00 Break
15:00 - 15:45 Presentation of the results of the AG
15:45 - 17:00 Organizational arrangements
• regional, urban councils, e.g. in Berlin
• Implementation of the actions
• Nationwide coordination
17:00 End of the event

